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1. Introduction. Let G be an unbounded open set in Euclidean n-space En. In

this paper we investigate (for a large class of such domains) the problem of deter-

mining for which values of m, p, j and r the Sobolev space imbedding

(1) WZ-'(G)-+Wi-XG)

is or is not compact. Provided j < m continuous imbeddings of this type are known

to exist for p = r = np(n — mp +jp) "1 if n > mp —jp or for p ¿ r < oo if n = mp —jp

(the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem, e.g. [5, Lemma 5]). If G were bounded Kondra-

sov's compactness theorem [9] would yield the complete continuity of these im-

beddings except in the extreme case r=np(n — mp+jp)'1. Such compactness

theorems are useful for studying existence and spectral theory for partial differential

operators on G.

In a sequence of recent papers the writer [l]-[4] and C. W. Clark [6], [7], [8]

have studied such compactness problems for various unbounded domains. It is

clear that the imbedding (1) cannot be compact if G contains infinitely many

disjoint congruent balls, for if a fixed C" function has support in one of these

balls then the set of its translates with supports in the other balls is bounded in

any space W£-P(G) but is not precompact in any such space. Thus a necessary

condition for the compactness of imbedding (1) is that G should be quasibounded,

i.e. that dist (x, bdry G) —> 0 whenever |x| —>- oo, x e G. In [1] the writer has shown

that if n > 1 then quasiboundedness is not sufficient for compactness.

The dimension of the boundary of G is a critical factor in determining whether

or not (1) is compact. If G is quasibounded and bounded by smooth "reasonably

unbroken" (n— l)-dimensional manifolds then (1) is compact [3, Theorem 1] for

any m and p and for the same values of/' and r as in the case of bounded G. However

if G has discrete (0-dimensional) boundary then [2, Theorem 1] no such imbedding

can be compact unless mp > n.

Our purpose in this paper is to study the compactness of imbedding (1) for

quasibounded domains G whose boundaries are comprised of smooth manifolds
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of various dimensions. Roughly speaking our results are as follows. If k is the

smallest integer for which those boundary manifolds of G having dimension not

less than n — k bound a quasibounded domain then no imbedding of type (1) can

be compact when mp < k. On the other hand, if, in addition, the boundary mani-

folds are "reasonably unbroken" and if mp>n+p — npjk then (1) is compact

for the same values of j and r as in the case of bounded G. Our results thus inter-

polate between the extreme cases mentioned above. We consider first domains G

with flat (planar) boundaries, establishing in §2 a necessary condition for the

compactness of (1) for such G, and in §3 a slightly stronger sufficient condition.

If m = 1 these conditions are equivalent for certain domains. In §4 similar results

are obtained for nonflatly-bounded domains G.

As usual, in this paper Wj?-HG) denotes, forp^ 1 andw = 0, 1, 2,..., theSobolev

space obtained by completing with respect to the norm

f m
(2) Hlm.P.G = \ 2   M£p.O

W = 0

the space CôiG) of all infinitely differentiable, complex functions having compact

support in G where

MU«-  2   Í \Dau(x)\p dx.
\a\=i Ja

a denotes an «-tuple of nonnegative integers (o^,..., aB) ; la^aj-l- • • • + an;

Da=Dli- •£„»; Dj = 8l8xJ. Note that |m|0.p,g= II"Ho,p,o is the norm of « in £P(G).

Wm,piG) represents the completion with respect to the norm (2) of the space of all

infinitely differentiable functions on G for which (2) is finite. Provided the boundary

of G satisfies certain mild regularity conditions [5, Lemma 5] the Sobolev Im-

bedding Theorem referred to above, and also (provided G is bounded) the

Kondrasov Compactness Theorem, remain valid for imbeddings of Wm,piG). No

compactness theorems of this sort are yet known if G is unbounded.

2. Flatly-bounded domains—noncompact imbeddings. Let H be a A>dimensional

plane (0 á k ^ n — 1) in £n and let a be a point on H. With respect to a new system

of rectangular coordinates z in £n having origin at a and obtained from the usual

coordinates by an affine transformation, H has equations Zy=z2= ■ ■ • =zn_fc=0,

or more simply r=0 where r=2"=í z?. The coordinate r, together with n—k —I

angle coordinates collectively denoted o and the coordinates z' = (zn_k+1,..., z„)

form a system of cylindrical polar coordinates in £n with origin at a and cylindrical

axis H.

The k-tube T¿iH) of radius 8 and axis H is the set {x e £n : dist (x, H)=r < $}.

By a tube function for the tube T6iH) we mean a C" function 6: £„-> [0, 1]

whose value at x depends only on r=dist (x, H) and which vanishes identically

near H and is identically unity outside £ó(//).

up
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Lemma 1. Let H be a k-plane in En and ae H. Let 1 rS// < co. Ifiu(x) = v(r) where

r = dist (x, H) and v e C|a|((0, oo)) then for allx$H

M

\Dau(x)\p = const 2 \vu\r)\"rpi-pW

where the constant depends only on a, p and k.

Proof. Since z¡ = 2"= i cxj(xj — a,) and so o/9jc¡ = 2?-1 cjx d¡dz¡ we may assume

with no loss of generality that H is a coordinate plane and z=x. We show that

there exist homogeneous polynomials Paj(x) of degree \a\ (possibly the zero

polynomial) such that for r > 0

la!

(3) Dau(x) =  2 PaJ(x)vu\r)r''2^.
1=1

Since |Fa-i(x)| ¿const r|a| the conclusion of the lemma for/?=l follows at once.

The result for general p then follows from the well-known inequality

(4) 2 A,    ¿const 2 \M
j = i

where the constant depends only on p and TV.

Note that Dau(x)=0 unless an_k+1= ■ ■ ■ = «„=0. If l£i£n-k then Dtu(x)

= v'(r)xjr which is of the required form. Assume (3) holds for all a with |a| <_/w.

If \ß\ =m+1 then De = DxDa for some i, a where \a\ =m. Applying the induction

hypothesis and the chain rule we obtain

DBu(x) = 2 WaÁxWXry-*« + P„,Xx)i;(i+»(r)je1ri-2,B-1

- (2m -7')Fa>Xx)r(»(r)xjri "2m " 2}

=  2 Pß.i(xy\r)ri-^m + 1)
í = i

where Pej is given by

PeA(x) = r2DiPaA(x)-(2m-l)xiPa,x(x),

Pej(x) = r2DxPaJ(x)-(2m-j)xiPaJ(x) + xiPaJ.x(x)   if 2 á; á m,

°J,m+lW = -^iFa>m(^).

Clearly Pa,Ax)IS a polynomial of the desired type and the proof is complete.

Lemma 2. Lei X be a positive integer and let r = sÁ, s>0. If fie C'((0, oo)) and

1 ¿//<co /nen

(5) |(^/í/r)y(r1,A)|p = const ¿ A-iVp-ÍA!,|/(i,(í)|!'
i = i

where the constant depends only onj and p.
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Proof. Again the case of general p follows from the special case p = 1 via (4).

For p= 1 (5) is an immediate consequence of the formula

(6) id/dr)' = A"' 2 Pj-uWs'-'Hdldsf
( = i

where £,, is a polynomial of degree /' depending on j. We prove (6) by induction

on/ Note that djdr = \~'Ls1~*djds which is of the required form. Assuming (6)

we have

id/dr)i+1 = X-' 2 Pi-ui^X-^'^dldsls'-^idlds)']

= A-« + 1) 2 Pi-i.iW{si + 1-K-"idlds)i + 1 + ii-AJ)si-^-Hdlds)i}
( = i

= a-"-+i> 2 p^-u+iiW-^Xdidsy

where the polynomials £¡,/+i are given by

Po,J+i(V = £u(A),

Pu*i(A) = KM + (J+ ! -'- Wi-i.XA)   for 1 á i á /-i,

^.,+i(A) = (l-A/)£,_1,í(A),

which are of the desired form.

Lemma 3. Let T be a k-tube in £„ with axis H and radius 8i= 1. Let 1 ̂ p<co

and let A ¿>e a positive integer. Then there exists a tube function 6 for T satisfying for

|«|>0,
\Da6ix)\p Ú const A-"*"-^1"1

where sA = r = dist (x, //) awu? the constant depends only ona,n,p and k and not on A.

Proof. Let/: [0, oo) -* [0, 1] be a fixed C°° function such that/(j) = 0 near s = 0

and fis) = 1 for sA = 8. Define 0 by 0(x) = y(r ) =/(s). Clearly 0 is a tube function for

£. By Lemmas 1 and 2 we have

M
|£»<"0(x)|p ^ const 2 rpi-p|al|t;y)('-)|p

y=i

= const J   2 A-ipsip-A,,|a||/(i)(s)|p
í=i t=i

S const A-pi"-Â,"a|.

The final inequality follows because whenever £a0(x)^O, j<81,A^l, and also

|/(i)(i)|^const for 1£iá ki-

ln the following lemma we consider several («—A:)-tubes in £n simultaneously.

Hence all the related quantities 0, r, o, z , s, H carry subscripts ranging from 1 to N.
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Lemma 4. Let S be a bounded open set in En. Let Hlt..., HN be a finite collection

of (n — k)-planes which intersect S. Let m be a positive integer and let e>0. If either

p > 1 and mplkk or p=l and m<k then there exists a function 0 g C°(En) with the

properties :

(i) cb(x) = Oforxnear\JtiHi,

(ii) 0 <.<£(*)<.! for all x,

(iii) cb(x) =lforx in En - Uf. i T6(HX), S > 0,

(iv) \\D^\\0^s^eforO<\a\=m.

Proof. We first consider the case that no two of the planes //t intersect in S.

It is then possible to choose S = 1 small enough so that if F( = T6(HA then F, r\T,r\S

is empty if M/ By Lemma 3 there exist tube functions 6X for F( satisfying

\D"di(x)\p <. const X-"sp-ÁpW

where if = r¡ = dist (x, Ht) and the constant is independent of A and a for 0< |a| ¿m.

Let >(i(x) = dx(x)e2(x)- ■ ■ 6N(x). Clearly </< satisfies (i)-(iii). Note that Da4> = 0 outside

Ulli F and that Da<fi(x) = Da8t(x) in,F¡. We have

IWIIS.P.a=  2   Í       \I*Hx)\'dx
i = X   JSnTi

<. const A"" 2 Sp-APiaiffc-i ^ ^ ^;
¡Ti  Jsnr,

<. const A1-" f sf-wi***-1 d*.
Jo

The final constant depends on a, p, n, k, N and diam S but not on A. If |«| %m

and mp-¿k then p — Xp\a\ + Xk>0 and so

||Oa0||giP>s <. const À^'ip + Aifc-ApH)"1.

The expression on the right can be made arbitrarily small for sufficiently large A

provided either p> 1 or m<k. This establishes (iv).

The case of intersecting //¡ remains to be considered. Again pick 8<1 small

enough so that F¡ n T, n S is empty whenever Ht n H¡ n S is empty. Define 6¡

and cb as above. The general Leibniz formula states

(7) D°ch(x)=        2        i«    a   R)Dß^x(x)---D^eN(x).

For estimates of \Dai¡i(x)\ we may drop from terms in the Leibniz expression any

factor Dßi6t(x) for which ßx = 0 because \6i(x)\ = 1. For simplicity consider a term

Dei6x(x)- • ■ D""6N(x) where no ßx is zero. Decompose S1 into the union of Nsub-

regions S, such that in Sj we have s, ¿í¡ for i^j. We now obtain via Lemma 3 in

the manner above, noting that whenever De¡d¡(x)^=0 then í¡<8<J
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f \Dei6xix)- ■■D^dNix)\" à=  f   f   |£"<0i(x)- • -D^dNix)\" dx
Js /ri Js,

áconstA"1VP2       sl-Wii-'-sû-w^dx
/Ti Js,

N       ~

^constA-WP2       sf'-widx
j=l Js,

S const A1""" f  jWp-Api^i+Afc-iife

<. const \1-NHNp + Xk-\p\a\)-1.

Similar estimates can be found for all terms in (7) and (iv) follows once more by

taking A sufficiently large.

Definition. Let G be an open set in £n. G is called a regular domain if bdry G

= Ufcio Gk where Gk is the union of a locally finite collection of smooth manifolds

of dimension k in £„. A regular domain G whose boundary manifolds are all

segments of planes of various dimensions will be called a regular flatly-bounded

domain. An unbounded regular domain G is called 0-quasibounded if it is quasi-

bounded, i.e. if there exist at most finitely many disjoint congruent balls Q in G,

having any specified positive radius, which do not intersect the boundary of G.

G is called k-quasibounded (1 £ k 3£ « — 1) if there exist at most finitely many disjoint

congruent balls Q in G, having any specified positive radius, such that Q n bdry G

cu?:«1 G,; i.e. if dist (x, U?-*1 G) -> 0 as |x| -> oo, x 6 G. For láfcá»-l the

condition of A;-quasiboundedness is stronger than that of (ac— l)-quasiboundedness.

Theorem 1. Let G be a regular, quasibounded, flatly-bounded domain in £n. Let

k be the smallest integer (1 ^k^n) for which G is in — k)-quasibounded. If either

mpt^k and p>l or m<k and p = 1 then no imbedding of the form

WZ-HG) -*■ Wl-HG)
can be compact.

Proof. For 2^/c^« since G is not (« — fc + l)-quasibounded there is a sequence

of congruent open balls {Q)?Li in G such that Qt n bdry G is contained in the

union of finitely many (n — fc)-planes. If k=l balls g( with this property exist

trivially since G is regular and flatly-bounded. Let Q denote any one of these balls

and let HX,...,HN be the corresponding (n - rc)-planes. Let <p e CoiQ) be a

function for which

IWWo.r.Q = 2C >  0, IWWm.p.Q = £ < OO.

There exists a constant M such that for all x e En and for all a with 0^\a\^m,

\Da<pix)\ = M. Choose 80>0 small enough so that the sum of the volumes of the

intersections with Q of the (n—A:)-tubes £áo(//¡), i=l,..., N, does not exceed

iCjMJ. Let

•- 4« zz (;)]"■
L      |a|£m S<a   \rf A
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By Lemma 4 there exists for some S<. S0 a function 0 e C0°°(Fn —(Jîti Hx) satisfying

0S<P(x)Sl, 4<(x)=l outside \J?mlT¿Ht) and ||/)"■/. ||0,p0¿e for 0<|a|gw. Let

y = ip.lp = cp-cp(l -cb). Clearly y e C0°°(ô n G). Putting TX=T6(HA we have

IMIo.r.G   ̂    ||9'||o,r,0-||9'l|o,r,Or,(r1u---urw)

^ 2C-M[vol ß n (Fj u- • • u TN)]llr ^ C.

Moreover, for 0<\a\=m

D°y = <l>D«cp+ 2 (^JD^D"-^,

||/>ay||o,P,e <.  ||/)V|o.p,0+ 2   (ao)Me = 2K-
0<a  \P'

Thus if ÄT-2i.is. 1 we have \\y\\n,p>a£2KKx.

Now let <p¡, / = 1, 2,... be a translate of 9 with support in Qx and let yx he con-

structed from <p( as y from 9 above, so that

llyilo.r.G  =   C, ||yi||m,p,G  =  2KKX.

The sequence {yj, though bounded in Wq-p(G) has no subsequence converging in

U(G). In fact if i/j then ||yi-yy||0r>Gä21"'c. Thus the imbedding

IF0m-p(G) -> WJ-r(G) = Fr(G)

if it exists cannot be compact. Neither can the imbedding W$-P(G) -> IF¿'r(G)

for if this latter imbedding were compact then so would be the composition

WÇ->(G)^Wt-'(G)-+U(G).

3. Flatly-bounded domains—compact imbeddings. Let if be a A:-plane in

En and let ae H. We denote by TÔP(H, a) the tube segment of radius S and length

2p having axis H and centre a. Thus, if F is the orthogonal projection operator

on H then

Tötß(H, a) = {x e En : dist (x, H) < 8, dist (Px, a) < />}.

Lemma 5. Let H be an (n — k)-plane in En (láfcán) and let aeH. If either

p>k or p = k=l then there exists a constant depending only on p and k such that

for each 8, p > 0

llrlo.p.r =i const 8|y|1>p>r

for all y 6 C¿f(En-Hn T) where T=TÔ,0(H, a).

Proof. First consider the case p > k. Let (r, a, z') denote cylindrical polar

coordinates in Fn with origin at a and cylindrical axis H. By Holder's inequality

for (r, a, z') e T
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d
lyO-.ff.z')!"/-*-1 ^ S""1

idt*'*^
dt

S S*"1 I" |£iy(í,<T,z')|pí'£-1a,í|rí-(fc-1>'(p-1>a,í|P

Integrating over 2 and Z the domains of the variables o and z' respectively in £

we obtain

IMIS.P.T = f do f <fe' f   |y(r, o,z')\prk-idr
Je      Jz       Jo

=(~k¡1 sp_i r <*■ fda f ^ r i^^' ct' z')ipîfc_i *

^ const 8p|y|p,Ppr.

For the special case p=k = 1 we have

|y(x)| = |y(r,z')| áJjAyíí.zOlo-í,

||y||o,i,r è f dz' f * f |Ay(/z')| A ̂  %|i.i.r-
Jz        Jo       Jo

Corollary. Under the conditions of the lemma, if l^q^p then there exists a

constant depending only on p, q, k, « such that for all 8 > 0

11-./ II < rnnct S1+ n'9_n'pl'vl11711o,«.r = const o |y|i,P,r

for all y e C£iEn-H n T) where T= T6.ôiH, a).

Proof. By Holder's inequality and since vol £= const Sn

IMIc.rá IMIo,P,r[vol£]1"-1'p
^ const S1+n"'-n/p|y|1>p,r.

Definition. Let G be an unbounded, regular, flatly-bounded domain in £n.

We shall say that G has the k-tube property if for every sufficiently large positive

number £ there exists a positive number 8 = 8(£) with the properties :

(i) 8(£) -* 0 as £ -> oo,

(ii) for each x e GR={y e G : |j|>£} there exists a fc-plane H and a point

a e H such that x 6 Ti6iH, a) and H n T2ó¡2¿iH, a)cbdry G.

It is clear that if G has the A:-tube property then G is fc-quasibounded. Of course

the converse is not true as the planar segments comprising the boundary of G

may have too many gaps to satisfy condition (ii). For domains G whose boundaries

consist only of whole planes the k-tube property is equivalent to fc-quasibounded-
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ness. Other examples of domains with the A>tube property are not difficult to

construct—for example Clark's "spiny urchin" [7] hasthe 1-tube property in £2.

Lemma 6 (A variant on Poincaré's Inequality). Let G be an unbounded,

regular, flatly-bounded domain in E„ having the in — k)-tube property for some k

il^kSn). If I =r^/) where either p>k or p = k=l then there exists a constant

depending only onn,k,p and r such that for all u e W% '"(G) and all sufficiently large R

H|0,r,GB ^ const [oiR)]1+nlr-nlp\u\x,Pic.

Proof. Fix £ large enough so that 8 = §(£) exists. If o: is an «-tuple of integers

(not necessarily nonnegative) let Qa={x e £„ : o^«"1'2 8áxf á(a¡-|-l)«~1/28}. Then

En=U« Qu- If x e GR then x e Qa for some a and there exists an («-/c)-plane H

and a point aeH such that x e £ó,ó(//, a) = T and Hn T'^bdryG where £'

= T2ô.2àiH, a). Clearly QacT'. For any y e CôiG) since y vanishes near H n £'

we have by the corollary of Lemma 5

IMIo.r.O.nC =   IMIo.r.r
S const(28)1+n"-n/p|y|lií,,r

= const 81+n'r-n",|y|i,J,,0i

where Q'a is the union of all the cubes Q„ which intersect £'. There is a number N

depending only on « such that any N+1 of the sets Q'a have empty intersection.

Summing the above inequality over all a for which Qa meets Gs we obtain

||y|o.r.Gs^ const Ar-S1+«"-'"p|y|1,i),G

and this inequality extends by completion from CôiG) to W¿-piG).

Theorem 2. Let G be an unbounded, regular, flatly-bounded domain in En having

the in —k)-tube property il^k^n). If either p>k or p = k=l then the imbedding

WSi + 1-piG) -+ W$-TiG) iexists and) is compact for m = 0,1, 2,... and 1 ár<oo ;/

p = n or for 1 ̂  r < npin —p) ~x if p < n.

Proof. First consider the case Ifír^p, m=0. To prove that the imbedding

W¿-piG) -*■ LT(G) is compact we use the following compactness criterion for sets in

£r(G): a sequence {u)™= x which is bounded in £r(G) is precompact in £r(G) provided

(a) for every bounded G'<=G the sequence {u¡\G'} is precompact in £r(G'), and

(b) for each e > 0 there exists £ > 0 such that for all i, ||w¡ || 0,r,aB < «•

Lemma 6 and condition (i) of the («—Â:)-tube property assures us that (b) is

satisfied for any sequence {u¡} bounded in Wo'HG). To establish (a) let G' be a

bounded subset of G. Then for some £, G'c£B={x e £n : |x| ^£}. Let WUpiG, R)

denote the completion with respect to the norm || • ||i,p,GnxB of the space CôiG).

The imbedding Wí,piK¡) -> £r(£«) is known to be compact (Kondrasov's Theorem)

and since an element of WlpiG, R) can be extended to be zero outside its support

so as to belong to Wx-piKR) it follows that W1,P(G, £) is compactly imbedded in
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Lr(G r\ KR). But {ux\KR} is bounded in Wl-P(G, R) and hence precompact in

L'(G n KR) whence {ux\G'} is precompact in U(G') as required.

By Sobolev's Imbedding Theorem W¿-P(G) is continuously imbedded in L"(G)

for any q satisfying /> ¿ <¡r < oo if p^n or pfíqí¿np(n —p)~ * if p<n. Select such a q

and a sequence {u¡} bounded in Wq-p(G) so that, say, ||m(||o,<i,g = C. We may assume,

passing to a subsequence if necessary, that {u,} converges in L"(G). By Holder's

Inequality ifp^r<q

\\Ui~ Ui\\o,r.G   =   || Wj — "j |[o,p,G|[Mi      Wy llor«,G

^ (2Cf^\\u-ui\\Áo.P,o

where A =p(q — r)r~ 1(q—p)~1> 0. Hence {ut} converges in U(G) and so the imbedding

rV¿-p(G) -» Lr(G) is compact for lár<oo if p^n and for l^r<np(n—p)_1 if

p<n.

Finally, if {//,} is bounded in W$ + Up(G) then for any a with 0^ |«| =m, {Dau¡}

is bounded in W¿-P(G) and so has a subsequence convergent to an element va

of U(G). In particular (for a suitable subsequence) ux -> v0 in U(G) and so in the

sense of distributions. Since Daux ->■ va in LT(G) and Daux -> F>ai;0 in the sense of

distributions it follows that va = Dav0 and «j -> i>0 in IF^'TG). This completes the

proof.

This theorem affords for imbeddings of the sort Wq-p(G) ->Lr(G) on domains

G for which (n — &)-quasiboundedness is equivalent to the (n — k)-tube property,

a complete converse to Theorem 1. For imbeddings W£-P(G)-*■ Lr(G), m^2,

we do not fare quite so well.

Theorem 3. Let G be an unbounded, regular, flatly-bounded domain in En having

the (n — k)-tubeproperty (1 á&í=n). Then the imbedding

WX-P(G) -* W¿-r(G),       0 á j < m,

is compact in any of the following cases:

(i) m=p = k=l,

(ii) mp>n+p — np\k, p = r<p*,

(iii) mp>n + (j+\)p-np\k, l=r<p*,

wherep* = np(n — mp +jp)~1 if n>mp —jp andp* = co if n = mp —jp.

Proof. The case m=l has already been proved. If m^2 the imbedding

Wg-'(G)->- Wl-"(G) is continuous for p^q^npty — mp+p)'1 if n>mp—p and

p^r<oD if n^mp— p. By Theorem 2 the imbedding rVç),9(G)-*■LP(G) is compact

provided q>k. Since mp>n+p — np\k is equivalent to np(n — mp+p)'1>k such

q>k can always be chosen and so the composed imbedding W$,P(G) -+LP(G) is

compact.

By a standard interpolation theorem for Sobolev spaces [5, Lemma 6] there

exists a constant K such that for 0^j<m, p^q<p* we have

||i/||;..r,0 Ú A'||a||*ipi0||«||è.';f0
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for all ue Wô'HG) where \ = inr+jrp-np)imrpY1. Note that 0^A<1 for all

relevant values of y, m, n, r and p. If {«¡^"i is a bounded sequence in Wg'HG)

then it has a subsequence again denoted {u) which is convergent in £P(G). Since

||wi — uk\\j,r,G  =  £ ||ui — Mfc||m,p,G||Mi — M)c|lo,P,G

= £[2 sup ¡UilU.p.GliWi-uJJ.-p^,

it follows that {«¡} is a Cauchy sequence and hence convergent in W¿-riG) proving

case (ii).

If mp>n + ij+l)p — npjk (and in particular if j=0 in case (ii)) we have by

Sobolev's theorem and Theorem 2

Wg-HG)^ w¿+1-np(n-mp+ip+p)'HG) -^ W'Q-'iG)

the second imbedding being compact since npin — mp +jp +p)~x>k.

Remark. The condition mp>n+p — npjk implies mp>k. The converse is,

however, true for m a 2 only if k = n or k^p. Thus even for domains G for which

(« — Ä:)-quasiboundedness is equivalent to the (« - &)-tube property imbeddings of

Wô'piG) corresponding to the cases l<p<k<mp^.n+p — npjk and l=p<k^m

^n+l—nlk fail to be covered either by Theorem 1 or Theorem 3.

4. Extensions to nonflatly-bounded domains. Let G, G' be open sets in £n.

A one-to-one transformation M from G onto G' is called an m-diffeomorphism of

modulus C if all the components of M and M ~1 have continuous partial derivatives

of all orders up to and including m, and these partials do not exceed C in modulus.

Lemma 7. Let G, G' be open in En and let M be an m-diffeomorphism of modulus

C from G onto G'. Let

Auiy) = uiM~1y),       yeG'.

Then A is a homeomorphism from Wm-piG) [respectively W£-piG)\ onto Wm-piG')

[resp. WÔ 'P(G')] and there exist constants Cx and C2 depending only on n, p and C

and not on G or G' such that for all u e Wm-piG)

CiHU.p.c á \\Au\\m.p¡G. ¿, C2||u||m,p>0.

Proof. A is a homeomorphism from £P(G) onto £P(G') for if dMjdx represents

the Jacobian determinant of M then

sup
yeG'

dM'Hy)
By

hp~\ -i

l«||o.p,G   ̂    |M"||o,P,G-

Ú sup
dMix)

dx

l/p

llMl|0,p,G-

By induction and formal applications of the chain rule it is easily verified that in the

sense of distributions on G'

DHAu) =   2   MaßAiDpu)
laiSlal
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where Maâ is a polynomial of degree \ß\ in the derivatives of the components of

M'1 involving derivatives of orders not exceeding |a|. It follows that

M"l|a.p.c =22   MaßA(D^u)\
\a\im    \e\i\a\ I 0,

= const 2 IM(£"")IIo\p,g-
101S m

= const M|P,P,G.

The reverse inequality follows in a similar manner.

Lemma 8. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 1 Wm,p(G) is compactly imbedded in

WUr(G) if and only if Wm-P(G') is compactly imbedded in WUr(G'). A similar

statement holds for the spaces W$'P(G).

Proof. Suppose the imbedding Wm-"(G)-+ W'-^G) is compact. Let {«¡Kli be a

bounded sequence in Wm,p(G'). Then {/4_1w¡} is bounded in Wm-P(G) and so has a

subsequence converging in Wir(G). The corresponding subsequence of {«¡} is

convergent in Wi,r(G') whence the imbedding Wm-P(G') -> WUr(G') is compact.

The other cases are proved similarly.

Of course Lemma 8 can be used to obtain immediately the conclusions of

Theorems 1-3 for any domain G which is m-diffeomorphic to an unbounded,

regular, flatly-bounded domain G' satisfying the conditions of the particular

theorem. As most quasibounded domains do not have this property we obtain

generalizations of these theorems with localized hypotheses.

Theorem 4. Fer G be a regular, unbounded domain in En. Let k be the largest

integer (1 ^k^n)for which for some constant C there exist infinitely many mutually

disjoint open sets U in G each of which is m-diffeomorphic with modulus not greater

than C to the unit ball B in En in such a way that U n bdry G is mapped into a subset

of the union of finitely many (n — k)-planes. (In particular G is not (n — k+l)-quasi-

bounded.) If either mp^k, p>\ or m<k, p=l then no imbedding of the form

W$-P(G) -> W¿-r(G) can be compact.

Proof. Let {£/,}," i be a sequence of mutually disjoint open sets in G for which

there correspond m-diffeomorphisms M, : Ux-+ B having modulus g C and such

that Mx(Ui C\ bdry G)<^Br\Px where Pt is the union of finitely many (n—k)-

planes. Let cp e Cif(B) be such that

MIo.r.B =  Cx  > 0, ||<p||m,p,B = Kx  < CO.

By the method used in the proof of Theorem 1 we can construct functions

y, € Cif(B-Pi) such that

NIo.r.B =  C2 > 0, Hydlm.p.B = K2 < CO,

the constants C2 and K2 being independent of /'. Denoting by At the operator for
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which Afiiiy) = uiMt~ 1y), y e B we have by Lemma 7 that there exist constants C3

and £3 again independent of i such that

MrVillo.r.G  ^   C3  >  0, MrVillm.p.G  =  £3  <  00
and

Ar^eCÔiU.nG).

The noncompactness of the imbedding Wg'HG) -> W¿-riG) now follows as in

Theorem 1.

As an analog of the compactness Theorems 2 and 3 we have

Theorem 5. Let G be an unbounded open set in En with the property that there

exist constants C, £0 and K such that for each R-R0 there exist positive numbers

o"(£) and 8(£) with the following properties:

ii) diR) + S(£) -» 0 as R -> 00,

(ii) o-(£)/S(£)^£,£^£0,

(iii) for each x e GB = {x e G : |x| > £} the ball £á(x) of radius 8(£) and center x

can be mapped by a l-diffeomorphism M of modulus á C onto a set S in En such that

for some in — k)-plane H (1 = k S n) and some point ae H we have £<= TdiR):diR)iH, a)

and H n TdiR).dlR}iH, o)c A/(bdry G n £d(x)).

Then the imbedding Wg'HG) ->■ W¿,riG), 0^j<m is compact in any ofthe following

cases:

(a) m=p = k=l,

(b) mp>n+p — npjk,p-=r<p*,

(c) mp>n + ij+l)p-npjk, 1 ̂ r<p*,

H>«ere£*=«/>(«-m/? +jp)~ * ifn>mp —jp and/r* = 00 ifn^mp —jp.

Proof. The conclusion is the same as that of Theorem 3 and the proof is identical

if we reprove Lemma 6 (Poincaré's inequality) under the conditions of this theorem.

Thus, letp>k orp = k= 1 and let 1 úr^p. Fix £>£0 and let d=diR) and S = 8(£).

Define the cubes Qa as in the proof of Lemma 6. If x e GR then for some a, x e Qa

<=£á(x). There exists a l-diffeomorphism M of £ = £ó(x) onto S<=En having modulus

-C and there exists an (« — &)-plane H and a point aeH such that S<=T=

TdfdiH,a) and Hn £cA/(5 n bdry G). For any yeCrfiG) we have that Ay

(defined by Ayiy)=yiM~1y), yeS) vanishes near H nT. Thus by the corollary

of Lemma 5, Lemma 7 and the fact that d^¡ £8

Hlo.r.o.nG,, ̂  IMIo.r.B ̂ const My||0,r,s

£ const d1+nlr-nlp\\Ay\\x¡v.T

è const S1+"'r-"'p||y||liPtM-1(r)

^ const 81+"'r-n'p||y||1>p>Q,

where g« is the union of all the cubes QB which intersect M ' HT)- Since the modulus

of M is bounded, M~y is Lipschitzian and there exists a constant A such that

M _1(£)<=£Ad(x)c:£AJt(5(x). Thus there is a constant A independent of £ and x
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such that any N+1 of the sets Q'a have empty intersection. Summing the above

inequality over those a for which Qa meets GR we obtain, as in Lemma 6, the

required form of Poincaré's inequality.

5. An application to differential operators.   Let L be a linear partial differential

operator of order 2m in G given by

Lu(x) =   2   aa(x)Dau(x)
\a\S2m

with coefficients aa infinitely differentiable, bounded, complex functions on G.

Suppose L is such that it satisfies the boundedness condition

Lcp(x)ifi(x) dx =   Co||<p||m,2,G||'A||m,2,G

for all cp, ib e Q°(G), and also Garding's inequality

Re     Lcp(x)<p(x) dx ^ CiH|m.2,G-C2||<p||o,2,o
Ja

for all <p e C£(G), where c0, Cx > 0 and c2 are constants. The realization of L in

L2(G) corresponding to null Dirichlet boundary data is an operator T in L2(G)

defined by

Dom(F) = IF0m-2(G) n{/eL2(G) : LfieL\G)}

Tf=Lfi      fie Dom (F).

Theorem 6. If G is open in En and satisfies the conditions of either Theorem 3 or

Theorem 5 with 2m>n + 2 — 2n\k then T as defined above is a closed linear operator

in L2(G); the spectrum a(T) is discrete and has no finite limit points; for X $ a(T)

the resolvent operator R\(T) = (XI— T)'1 is completely continuous.

The proof is identical to that of the standard theorem of this type. A sketch

can be found in [6].
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